In modern years, internet and computers were used by many nations all overhead the world in different domains. So the number of Intruders is growing day-by-day posing a critical problem in recognizing among normal and abnormal manner of users in the network. Researchers have discussed the security concerns from different perspectives. Network Intrusion detection system which essentially analyzes, predicts the network traffic and the actions of users, then these behaviors will be examined either anomaly or normal manner. This paper suggested Deep analyzing system of NIDS to construct network intrusion detection system and detecting the type of intrusions in traditional network. The performance of the proposed system was evaluated by using Kdd cup 99 dataset. The experimental results displayed that the proposed module are best suited due to their high detection rate with false alarm rate.
suggested framework successfully decreases every single noisy alert, which frequently add to more than half of false alerts produced by a normal IDS. Lee Joong-Hee et al., [11] , instigated decision tree method for detection of intrusion. The data mining methods in intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are beneficial to notice the anomaly particularly in irregularity detection. Intended of the decision tree, will employ the DARPA98 Lincoln Laboratory assessment Data Set as the training dataset and the testing dataset. The KDD99 Intrusion Detection dataset is also depending on the DARPA set. These 3 units are comprehensively utilized in IDSs. Consequently, they demonstrated the total operation to engender the decision tree educated from the DARPA Sets. In this paper else guesstimate the efficient amount of the decision tree like the data mining manner for the IDSs and the DARPA set as the reading dataset of the decision tree. Denatious D.K. and John A., [12] , characterize different data mining mechanism utilized for detecting intrusions. Again characterize the classification of Intrusion detection system and its implementation. For big value of network traffics, clustering is more convenient than classification in the area of intrusion detection because massive value of data needed to gather for utilize classification. Aggarwal P. and Sharma S.K., [13] , assess ten classification algorithms like Random Forest, Naïve Bayes C4.5, and Decision Table. They compared these classification algorithms in WEKA with KDD99 dataset. These ten classifiers were resolved according to metrics like accuracy, precision, and F-score. Random Tree displays the best outcomes aggregate in contrast the algorithms which have high detection and low false alarm rate were C4.5 and Random Forest.
Dataset Description
KDDCUP99 datasets has been most vastly utilized in attacks on network. This dataset is designed by Stolfo et. al. (Salvatore J. S., 2000) and is constructed depend on the data held in DARPA'98 IDS evaluation platform. The KDD training dataset include 10% of premier dataset which was approximately (494,020) single connection vectors every of which includes 41 features and was classified as either normal or an attack, with exactly one specific attack type. The training dataset has 19.69% normal and 80.31% attack connections. KDD99 is indeed consisted of three datasets. The greatest one is named (Total KDD99) this is the original dataset; the second one a subset including 10% of training data, accepted randomly from the premier dataset was generated. This (10% KDD99) dataset utilized to train the IDS, In addition to the (10% KDD99) and (Total KDD99), also is a testing dataset recognized like (Corrected KDD99) includes (14) kinds of attacks, otherwise in the whole dataset (Total KDD99) and in the training dataset (22) kinds of attacks in overall these display in Table- Attack type is classified into four main categories:  Denial of Service: it mentions to the division that intruder prepares several computing resources too occupied to manage legal demand, or refuse legal. User's incoming to instrument. DOS includes attacks: "Neptune", "back", "Apache2", "Udpstorm", "Process-table", and "teardrop".
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Iraqi Journal of Science, 2017 , Vol. 58, No.3B, pp: 1503 -1515 4051  Users to Root: it mentions to the intruder begins out with incoming to natural user count on the device and was capable to deed several sensibility to gain origin access to the device. U2R includes attacks: "Spy", "Xterm", "Ps" and "Worm".  Remote to Local: it indicates to the attacker transforms packets to device through a network but who does not have an count on that device and deeds some sensibility to obtain native access like an employer of that device. R2L includes attacks: "warezclient", "Named", "Xlock", "imap", "Xsnoop.", "Send-mail" and "phf".  Probing Attack: it indicates to the intruder try for collect about network of systems for an evident objective for embrace its security. The PROBE includes attacks: "Ip-sweep", "satan", "Saint", and "Mscan".
Dataset Preprocessing
Dataset features were minimized from every of network packets, which may be irrelevant with bad prediction capability to the goal types, and several of the features may be redundant because to they are extremely inter-renovated with one of another features that decrease the detection rapidity and detection accuracy. The following step shows the preprocessing operation: a. Normalization: is applied on the continuous features through use Min.Max algorithm, the normalization process improves effectiveness and implementation of the system by creating the values of feature in range [0 to 1].
(1)
b. Discretization: the Kdd cup 99 dataset consists of discrete and continuous feature, therefore discretization is used to transform the continuous feature to discrete to grow speed and enclose effectiveness of the process.
Feature Selection Methods
Feature selection technique is the process of identifying the irrelevant and redundant feature and removing them as much as possible, to improve the effectiveness of the system by reducing the consuming time and selecting the best feature. The proposed system used entropy as feature selection algorithms as shown as Figure- Step: For all feature in training set For all value in feature 1-Calculate the probability of each value in the feature. 2-for each value in the feature calculate the entropy as Eq.2 based on probability that extracted in step 1 3-Select the best five features with the lowest value of entropy.
End Figure 1 -the entropy of feature selection
The proposed system
The proposed deep analysing of NIDS concludes of two phases; in the first phase the proposed system training with Decision Tree (DT) algorithm thus building ID3 classifier and applying it on the Kdd cup 99 dataset to classify the type of attacks from the normal behaviour in traditional network. The proposal used 4000 records for training phase and 2000 normal in dataset.
In the second phase the proposed system training with Self Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm. SOM clustering algorithm is partition the data to various clusters according to the weight vector with A decision tree is supervised learning procedures utilized for data discussion. DT can be represented as If-then-else rules; one of the most popular DT algorithms is ID3 which utilized shannon's entropy (ent) like a criterion for choosing the extreme significant feature as shown in equation (2.5):
Where: pi is rate of the types pertinence to i th category.
The suspicion in every node was minimized by selecting the attribute that most decreases its entropy. For realize this outcome; Information gain (Info gain) that degrees predictable reduction wihin entropy occasion by learning amount of a feature F j , as shown in equation (2.6):
Where: ( ) was represented of whole potential amounts of feature (Fj)and ( ) is subset of (S) for which feature (Fj ) has value (Vi).
phase 2: Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm
SOM is a neural network, an unsupervised, competitive learning and clustering network that was analyzed the high dimensional data onto a set of unit's setup installed in the two or one dimensional lattice. Through a self-organizing operation, the cluster unit whose weight vector matches the input type most closely (square of minimum Euclidean distance) is selection as the gainer. Starting weights from inputs to outputs to tiny random numbers 4-Set topological neighborhood parameters 5-Set learning rate parameters. 6-Let t = 1 7-Choose an input pattern. 8-Calculate square of (Euclidean distance) from weight vectors related for every outcome node (t) 7-Choose outcome node( j* )that has weight vector with lower Value from step: 2. 8-Update weights of whole nodes in a topological space offered by D (t)*. 9-Increment t. End.
Evaluation Measures
The measure efficiency of IDS relies on its ability to make the right detection depending on the nature of the given status compared with the outcome of intrusion detection system (IDS).The four outcomes are: and (TP) are considered proof of the correct operation of the IDS. To correct the performance of the suggested system four possible results can be obtained and called confusion matrix described in Table-3 .
Each of (FP), (FN) reduces the effectiveness of IDS. Therefore (FP), (FN) should be minimizing to increase the efficiency of IDS system. The performance of the proposed system evaluated using the following measures: Accuracy (ACC): It measures performance explaining the rate of samples which are properly detected as normal or attack to the overall number of samples and calculated using the equation: ACC = ( ) Detection Rate (DR): It measures performance which indicates the ratio of the number of samples that are correctly classified as attack to the total number of attack samples and is calculated using equation: DR = (6) False alarm rate (FAR): It measures performance which explained the rate of samples which are improperly categorized as attack to the overall number of samples of normal behaviour and is calculated using equation: ( )
Experimental results
The proposed system evaluated with KDD99 dataset. The proposed system is trained with samples selected from KDD 99 dataset includes normal behaviour samples besides the other four types of attack (Dos, Probe, U2R, R2l) to classify the type of attack class and clustering them into their subclasses. In the Deep analysing system three evaluation criteria used to assess the proposed system which is (ACC, DR, FAR),. To check the efficiency of the proposed module two experiments are conducted, in the first experiments the algorithm is tested with dataset called dataset1 consist of (1500) records contain normal behaviour in addition to four attack types. The second experiments are conducted with datasets set called dataset2 consist of (500) records and they also include four types of attack. The result of the first level showed in Table-4 
Conclusion
In this work Deep analysing system proposed to classify the type of intrusion and clustering them into their subclasses of intrusion. The proposed work in the first level can classify the class of attack with high detection average (99%) and little false positive average (0, 05%) with dataset 1, also the detection rate (97.8%) and false positive (2.2%) with dataset 2. In the second level can detect the subclass of attack for their classes with suitable rates.
